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CVAs have formed a fundamental part of a number of retail 
restructurings over the last 24 months
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The high number of CVAs has put pressure on the UK’s 
landlords and resulted in high levels of store closures

Number of high 
street shoppers 

down 10pc in 
seven years

Property owners 
count cost of 

turmoil affecting 
retailers

UK: Are Landlords 
"Unfairly 

Prejudiced" By 
Tenant CVAs?

CVA tactic has 
led to closure of 

1,000 shops

UK shopping 
centre landlords 
heavily exposed 

to CVAs, UBS 
warns
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CVAs when used in the context of property restructurings 
are a tool to compromise landlord claims

Summary

• Compromise between a 
company and its unsecured 
creditors which is approved
by a majority in number of
creditors representing 75% in 
value of unsecured claims of 
those present or voting in 
person or by proxy (50% in 
value of which are 
unconnected to the company)

• Differential treatment of 
landlords. No class issues 
(cf. Scheme of Arrangement)

• Comparator – administration 
or liquidation

• Company and its advisers determine which sites are:

i. profitable and performing adequately; ‘Green’

ii. underperforming but over rented; ‘Amber’

iii. severely underperforming and over rented; ‘Red’

• CVA typically reduces rent liabilities and/or can alter timing of 
payments:

‒ ‘Green’ – typically rent paid monthly rather than quarterly for 2/3 
years – no reduction in amount of rent

‒ ‘Amber’ – typically rent paid monthly rather than quarterly for 2/3 
years – rent payable 65 to 75%

‒ ‘Red’ – typically rent paid monthly rather than quarterly for 6 
months – rent payable 55%

Categorisation
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Typically a CVA can be implemented within five months of 
starting the process
Financial Restructuring Steps (if applicable)

Month 1 2 3 4 5

Implementation 
planning

Minimum 9-11 week period to launch CVA and compromise creditors

Finalise Term SheetsRent payment due Implementation 
planning

Challenge period ends 
and completion of 
operational 
restructuring

Planning/Structuring 
Liquidation analysis/valuation

Enter into 
Lock-Up Agreement

Creditors’ and 
members’ meetings

Discussions with landlords

Prepare CVA documents

Launch date

Operational Restructuring Steps 
(to compromise onerous leases)
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A successful CVA is one which is implemented alongside a 
wider restructuring of the business

What makes a good CVA?

In order for a CVA to be successful, the process 
needs to be part of a broader turnaround plan that 
goes beyond rent reductions and site exits.

Any such plan helps demonstrate to creditors that 
the business is viable and that there is a clear path 
to achieving long term growth and profitability. 

This could include, but is not limited, to:

• New money to be injected into the Company, 
showing the shareholders’ belief in the growth 
of the business;

• A commitment to invest in existing stores 
through capex;

• Operational improvement initiatives; and

• A refresh of the brand (when appropriate).

• Casual Dining business trading across five brands 
including Café Rouge, Bella Italia & Strada

• CVA formed part of a wider restructuring plan which 
included:

• Sale of the equity by Blackstone to Apollo

• Injection of new monies (dependant on the 
successful implementation of the CVA)

• CVAs in respect of the Bella Italia & Café Rouge 
businesses which saw a reduction in sites and rent 
savings.

• Sale of the non-core Strada business

• New management (including CEO and CFO)

• Operational changes including head office 
reorganisation

• Capex across the retained estate

Case study: Casual Dining Group
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The BPF are increasingly active in CVAs and have 
published their 10 red flags 

Clause

1 Moratorium against enforcement of tenant’s covenants and/or full and final release of tenant’s liabilities (other than CVA rent).

2 Restrictions on termination rights given to landlords in a CVA, particularly by time and/or resulting in a full and final release.

3 Company’s right to terminate leases or trigger rent review at the end of the CVA.

4 Removal of the company’s obligation to give an authorised guarantee agreement (AGA) on assignment.

5 Upwards only rent reviews rewritten.

6 Dilapidations compromised to rent percentage (or another fixed sum).

7 Landlords’ claims against compensation fund discounted by 75%.

8 Compensation fund limited to the first three years’ profits (or less).

9 Rental discounts for the whole of the term.

10 Rental discounts survive termination of the CVA.

These issues/clauses have led to institutional landlords voting against CVAs when they have not been followed, 
irrespective of their sites’ categorisation. Below we have included a summary of how best to mitigate against the risk 
of landlords voting against a CVA with respect to each of these 10 criteria.
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Company:

• 241 stores across UK and ROI, 11,000 employees

• Bought by Hilco Capital for £1 in May 2018

• Green 129 stores, Amber 70 stores, Red 42 stores

Key take-aways:

• Compromise of Business Rates/Rating Authority Creditors – Business Rates can be reduced for the current business rates year (until 31 March 
2019), with reductions mirroring rent reduction amounts. 

• Compromise of Creditors other than Landlords (onerous supplier contracts, historic dilapidation claims, legacy contribution liabilities) in return for a 
one-off payment. Reductions based on p/£ analysis in administration. 

• Cross-Border Compromise – termination of leases of stores in Ireland, due to a new provision in European Insolvency Regulation (Recast), effective 
since June 2017.

Acceptance:

• Over 96% vote FOR CVA (83% unconnected parties) 

BPF comment:

“Homebase have, however, demonstrated best practice, engaging with the BPF in the process and therefore ensuring property owners’ interests have
been properly taken into account. Ultimately, it will be for individual property owners to decide how they will vote on the CVA, but the proposal has sought
to find a solution that provides a sustainable future for Homebase.”

Legal update – Homebase
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• We advised Paperchase on its CVA, which was approved on 22 March 2019. The CVA involves reduced rents at 100 of the stationery / greeting cards 
retailer’s stores. Of these, 28 will pay 50% rent for three months before Paperchase decides whether to close the shops or seek a rent-free period.

• Operations of the business cover c.140 stores as well as a number of concessions with major department stores across the UK. A franchise model also 
operates outside of the UK (predominantly in the Middle East). 

• This business is highly seasonal and is only cash-generative in the final two months of the year. Turnover rents are already in place across some of the 
lease portfolio, but this is generally an under-utilised tool for the Company. 

1. Paperchase’s CVA was the first to implement a turnover rent component as a part of the compromise of landlords, with roughly half (70) of the 
stores moved to a new turnover rent. These stores broadly fall into the traditional amber category.

2. The turnover rent mechanic sees a reduction of the pre-CVA contractual rent payments (with increasing haircuts to match the relevant categories) 
plus top-up payments calculated based on contractual rent divided by turnover for each store. 

3. These top ups are paid quarterly and are then subject to annual adjustments, according to store trading performance. 

4. The benefits of turnover rents are clear in this case and include: (i) equitable risk sharing between landlords and tenants which offers the possibility 
of making up the haircut in base rent; (ii) reducing the impact of mis-match between seasonality of income for the company and rental payments; (iii) 
reducing pressure on cashflow generally (which is further assisted by a move from quarterly to monthly rent payments, via the CVA); and (iv) 
satisfying a growing preference among landlords for turnover rents.

• The secured creditor voted the “under-secured” portion of their debt.

Legal update – Paperchase
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Company:

• Outdoor and Cycle Concepts Limited is the UK business of A.S.Adventure Group and a portfolio retail company of PAI Partners. The UK business is 
one of the leading multi-brand retailers of outdoor clothing and equipment in Europe.

• Bought by PAI Partners in 2015. Around the time of the acquisition, the Group also acquired other trading retailers, Snow & Rock, Cycle Surgery and 
Runners Need who also specialise in outdoor clothing and equipment in the UK.

• The Group has 119 stores across the UK under the Cotswold Outdoor, Cycle Surgery, Runners Need and Snow & Rock brands

• Green 61 stores, Amber 1 16 stores, Amber 2 21 stores, Amber 3 13 stores, Red 1 4 stores, Red 2 3 stores, Red 3 1 store.

Key take-aways:

• Compromise of VAT liability owed to HMRC – reduced the quantum payable to HMRC on account of value added tax to 1% of the value of the total 
amount of the claim.

• Compromise of Business Rates – Business Rates reduced for the current business rates year (until 31 March 2020), with reductions mirroring rent 
reduction amounts. 

• Compromise of group lease guarantee liabilities – in return for a one-off payment. Reductions based on p/£ analysis in administration. 

• Cross-Border Compromise – termination of a lease of a store in Ireland, using a recent provision under the Recast European Insolvency Regulation, 
effective since June 2017.  Worked closely with Irish counsel.  

Acceptance:

• Over 97% vote FOR CVA (over 89% unconnected parties) 

• Approved in May 2019

Legal update – AS Adventure
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Company:

• British multinational retailer operating under a department store format in the UK and Ireland with franchise stores in other countries (including 
Denmark). The business is one of the leading department stores in the UK.

• On 9 April 2019, Debenhams plc filed for administration and plc’s ownership of the underlying group operating companies was sold to a newly 
incorporated company controlled by Debenhams’ secured lenders.

• The Group has 166 stores across the UK.

• Debenhams proposed two CVAs: one relating to Debenhams Retail Limited, the main trading entity; and one to Debenhams Properties Limited. They 
will reduce the current 166-store UK portfolio by closing around 50 stores. The first stage of the programme proposes up to 22 store closures in 2020. 

• Debenhams Retail Limited CVA: Category 1: 14 stores, Category 2: 4 stores, Category 3: 24 stores, Category 4: 17 stores, Category 5: 11 stores, 
Category 6: 1 (warehouse).

• Debenhams Properties Limited CVA: Category 1: 23 stores, Category 2: 6 stores, Category 3: 34 stores, Category 4: 19 stores, Category 5: 11 stores.

Key take-aways:

• Compromised Creditor Fund set up – a fund of a maximum value of £25 million was to be available for those creditors compromised by the CVA to 
participate in the future growth of the UK business.

• All stores to remain open during 2019 – including through Christmas peak trading. 22 stores to close in 2020.

• Compromise of Business Rates – Business Rates reduced for the current business rates year (until 31 March 2020), with reductions mirroring rent 
reduction amounts. 

Acceptance:

• Debenhams Retail Limited CVA – 97% vote FOR CVA (over 92% unconnected parties) 

• Debenhams Properties Limited CVA – 97% vote FOR CVA (over 96% unconnected parties) 

• Approved in May 2019

• Withstood Court Challenge – September 2019

Legal update – Debenhams
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Ground 1: A landlord is not a “creditor” for future rent (within the scope of the Insolvency Act 1986); therefore, its claims cannot be compromised in a 
CVA. Held: “future rent” can be included in a CVA.

Ground 2: A CVA cannot operate to reduce rent payable under leases, because it is automatically unfairly prejudicial to do so, or because there is no 
jurisdiction to do so (because the CVA imposes “new obligations” (including to make the premises available on new terms), outside the scope of what a 
CVA can impose, as a matter of jurisdiction). Held: A CVA that reduces rent under an existing lease is not automatically “unfair”

Ground 3: The right of forfeiture is a proprietary right that cannot be altered by a CVA. (The right of forfeiture is a landlord’s unilateral right to terminate a 
lease in the event of a breach by the tenant. Debenhams’ CVA includes provisions to waive landlords’ right of forfeiture, which might otherwise have been 
triggered by the CVA.) Held: Relevant provisions which waive landlords’ right to forfeit be deleted from the CVA under the severance provisions 
of the CVA.

Ground 4: The Applicants are treated less favourably than other unsecured creditors without any proper justification. (Debenhams’ CVA varies rents and 
business rates, but does not compromise claims of other unsecured creditors like suppliers.)  Held: Differential treatment of landlords from suppliers 
is justified by the need for business continuity.

Ground 5: The CVA fails to comply with the content requirement of the Insolvency Rules 2016 (rule 2.3(1)) by not referring to potential antecedent 
transaction claims in the CVA proposal. (Debenhams had granted security in connection with new money in March 2019, a condition of which was the 
granting of security in respect of its existing revolving credit facility and notes.) The applicant landlords argued that the CVA should have set out that, if the 
company were to enter administration or liquidation, circumstances existed which might give rise to potential claims under section 239 (Preferences) or 
245 (Avoidance of certain floating charges) of the Insolvency Act 1986.  Held: The account in the CVA was fair. There was no evidence to conclude 
that the prospect of a modest “claw-back” would have influenced compromised creditors to view the CVA differently.

Grounds of Challenge and Court’s Judgment
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